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PROJECT ENVIRONMENT 

PROJECT ENVIRONMENT background of the situation with contemporary art in Moldova 

One of Moldova essential problems is the lack of information in the media about current 

trends of contemporary art and lack in the curriculum of adequate methodology and 

technical facilities regarding visual arts in general and innovative forms and practices in 

contemporary art in particular. There is a persistent informational vacuum regarding the 

autochthonous artistic environment, as well as among the university lecturers and art 

theoreticians, students from the educational institutions of the republic. There is a lack of 

materials and information, which results in an inadequate theoretical and practical approach 

in the training of the new generation of interested in the new practices such as performance, 

digital processed image, installation art and art in public space on post-academic level. 

Evaluating the general cultural context in the country, we may conclude that the cultural life 

in Moldova is pretty much inert. Taking into consideration the mentality and the stereotypes 

that are inherent for the nostalgia toward socialist utopia, which still persist, the interest for 

innovative forms and practices in contemporary art, performance art and the actual 

interpretation of art is, generally, extremely undeveloped: there is a sharp lack of critical 

attitudes on the role of new art practices play in the development of artist engagement 

among art community. Due to constant meetings and consultations with our projects 

beneficiaries (young artists generation, students from the local art institutions and teachers 

http://europa.eu/youth/eu/voluntary-activities/volunteering-opportunities_en


from art-colleges and art academies) at the art events organized by KSAK Center, as well in 

the art institutions in the country our mission is to increase the number of professionals 

familiar with new practice based art events (workshops and seminars, exhibitions) in order to 

fulfil the needs of art community with innovative instruments that help to promote moral and 

aesthetic values by stimulating artist engagement, expanding the awareness toward identity 

phenomena located in the past and present of the post-socialist societies. 

 

PROJECT ENVIRONMENT: location 

KSA:K Center is is situated right in the historical center and heart of Chisinau. Chisinau is the 

main administrative, economic, scientific and cultural centre of Moldova. The city has just 

over 700,000 inhabitants and the whole metropolitan area is roughly one million inhabitants. 

In terms of number of inhabitants, Chisinau is the largest city of the country. Chisinau is 

divided in five administrative sectors; Botanica, Buiucani, Center, Ciocana and Riscani. It is 

often referred to as the greenest city in Europe due to the high proportion of well maintained 

green spaces. In every district of Chisinau there is access to city transportation, shopping 

centres, hospitals, banks, police units, post offices, sport clubs, cafes and restaurants, night 

clubs. Volunteers are accommodated in the volunteers flats or hosting families within 

Chisinau. Every volunteer has his/her own room and access to basic facilities according to 

Moldovan standards of life. Besides this the volunteer would have chance to meet all 

volunteers community from Chisinau due to the fact ADVIT Moldova (the EVS contact point) 

being contact point for a lot of volunteers based in the city capital organizes different 

common activities (guided tours, common language support classes, social actions and etc.). 

Due to this the volunteer will live in a true international environment and will have chance to 

get to know a lot of other cultures besides Moldovan.  

 

PROJECT ENVIRONMENT: office and equipment  

KSA:K Center has an equipped space for film&video production, room for presentations and 

space used as a residency for artists. KSA:K office is open for the public access, it also opens 

for public the Moldovan artists archive and library. It is located in one apartment and has a 

kind of flat format. It is an old building from XIX century, with central heating, high ceilings 

and thick walls (which ensure a good climate during the whole year). The flat has three 

rooms: the room with library, for public access and small presentations for wide audience; 

production room, with editing stations, equipment and video archive; residency (guest 

room), were is stocked the archive and artists data base. The apartment has also an 

equipped kitchen (with a stove, fridge, toaster, etc., were artists in residence, staff and 

volunteers can cook during the lunch, using the office kitchen. In front of the entry there is a 

little yard with trees and flowers. While KSA:K office is designed for daily work of our team, 

once we organize events, such as seminars, conferences and workshops we use other 

spaces, we have established partnership with State University, Art Academy, Art College and 

Art School, where we use big auditoriums involving students in our events. As it was 

mentioned before, we also organize workshops and exhibitions in one of the oldest and the 

most significant buildings of Chisinau – Zemstvei Museum.  

 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR EVS VOLUNTEERS: 

The participation and involvement of volunteers in our activities, as well in the context of the 



country life will have a number of benefits. First of all volunteers will have chance to get 

experience in the process of organising and implementing various art&culture projects and 

programs, art management, art production and art education; familiarisation with the local 

artistic context and socio-cultural life of south-eastern country. Volunteer will also contact 

and establish relations with local and international artists, curators, theoreticians, cultural 

workers, as well the wider audience, involved in organisation programs. We are also 

interested and encouraging the initiation and implementation of a small scale personal 

projects by volunteers, as well their contribution and participation in organization projects 

(texts, art works, etc.). As a Host Organization we are very interested to involve EVS 

volunteers in our daily activity as assistants and coordinators of our projects and programs. 

There are several different levels of involvement that we would be interested to offer to 

volunteers: 

- help in running the KSA:K office daily work; 

- running and maintaining of KSA:K huge public library; 

- completing, systematizing and maintenance of the KSA:K projects archive, artists portfolios 

& data base (incl. the e-version); 

- digitalization, systematization maintenance of the KSA:K films&video collections; 

- assisting the artists/curators in residency in Chisinau (helping them to realize their art 

projects) as part of artist in residency program; 

- preparation and implementation of public events, technical assistance (meetings, film 

screenings, presentations, exhibitions, seminars, conferences, workshops, etc.), coordination 

of different KSA:K activities and events; 

- public relations (design and distribution of posters, promotional materials); 

- working with computer & web based applications: sending out press releases, website 

updates, database updates; 

- office management and fundraising activities; 

- graphic design: creation of posters / flyers; 

- photo / video recording of the events; 

- volunteer will also be offered to implement his/her own project within KSA:K or suggest 

ideas for new projects and programs elaborated by KSA:K.  

In terms of personal small project, proposed by volunteer it could be an exhibition (personal 

or in group), exploring different media (appropriated to volunteers occupation or interest), 

presentation to wider audience, programs of screening, workshops, etc. As well, the 

volunteer can also take part as participant in some KSAK projects and events. 

 

A draft daily agenda: 

Working hours: 11:00-17:00, lunch 13:00-14:00 (can we revised with the volunteer) 

Monday – working with library, electronic listing of the books and periodicals (including all 

search data).  

Tuesday – revision and systematization of VHS archive, starting the transfer in digital 

format. 

Wednesday – working with the archive and artists data base, completing the portfolios, 

including new names. 

Thursday – web page maintenance, processing of archival photo documentation of KSAK 

events, and completing the web site. 

Friday – work of assisting, PR, correspondence. Friday afternoon meeting with KSAK staff on 



analyzing the working week (achievements, some wick moments, level of communication, 

process of accommodation, etc.)  

 

The volunteer tasks will be revised upon volunteer arrival according to the current activities 

of the organization and motivation and abilities of each volunteer in part. The agenda is 

designed for the daily work with an exception of projects preparation and implementation: 

once we will have a project (video screening, exhibition preparation etc), the volunteer would 

be involved in the project implementation thus the weekly agenda would be modified a bit. 

We are also totally fine if volunteer decides to spend more time on doing one thing (like 

revision of VHS archive for instance) and less time on the other tasks (like web page 

maintenance). 

 

 

VOLUNTEER PROFILES AND RECRUITMENT PROCESS: 

Taking in account the interdisciplinary aspect of our projects, we do not expect specific 

experience, skills or education in particular field. The most important is the self motivation 

and interest in art and culture, integration in different context abilities, ingenious and 

eagerness to communicate and cooperate with local audience as well with people from other 

countries. Interested candidates need to send their CV and motivation letter to ADVIT 

Moldova. Selection will be done after skype/phone interview by KSAK. 

 

 

RISK PREVENTION, PROTECTION AND SAFETY: 

Volunteers will be prepared upon their arrival by the host organization and EVS contact point 

outside the HO -ADVIT Moldova with regard to: the Dos and Donts, rights and responsibilities 

as EVS volunteers, code of conduct in the host country, cultural differences, possible risks in 

their daily life and work environment. Volunteers will have a chance to participate in short 

trainings organized for the staff and learn more about the techniques used in working with 

beneficiaries of the host organization. EVS contact point outside the HO - ADVIT Moldova will 

ensure safe living conditions. In case of accidents or emergency situations ADVIT Moldova 

team members and its mentors provide support to volunteer at any time: administrative 

support, technical support, personal support, contacting the insurance company and 

arranging possible medical treatment, solving the problems with police if occurred. ADVIT 

Moldova helps volunteers to integrate into the local community by informing them about 

cultural events happening in the city, by organizing intercultural/community activities, by 

providing volunteer with local mentors that introduce volunteers into the local culture, ways 

of life, invite volunteers to their homes and make trips together. KSAK organizes free time 

activities for its staff members and volunteers, to develop the team spirit and to help 

volunteers to integrate better into the working and local community. We would prefer not to 

host volunteers under 18 years old to be sure we are able to provide appropriate 

supervision. 

 

 

SPECIAL NEEDS 

KSAK does not have any special requirements to the potential volunteers besides sincere 

interests towards contemporary arts and desire to contribute to contemporary arts of 



Moldova. Thus any person including person with fewer opportunities is welcome as long as 

he/she is interested in our field of work. We are totally fine with hosting volunteers with 

cultural obstacles, if for example the volunteer makes part of ethnic/religious minority or has 

migrant or refugee background we would be happy to welcome this kind of volunteer in our 

team. We are constantly working with different international organizations as well as hosting 

international artists, so we can point high intercultural awareness of our staff and ability to 

create friendly international environment within our organization. We believe a volunteer 

with cultural obstacles can feel comfortable in this kind of environment. We also welcome 

volunteers with economic obstacles: we are aware that international volunteers are receiving 

monthly allowance, so its an opportunity for those economically-challenged youth to start 

doing the things their like instead being not forced to earn money where is needed at the 

labour market. We have a well-equipped kitchen in the office, so the volunteer can easily 

save his/her money but using our kitchen for cooking lunch instead of spending money in the 

restaurant. People with geographical obstacles are also welcome, especially if consider the 

conditions of Moldova today where so many areas are still clearly defined as less serviced 

zones. From this point of view Chisinau is a very nice place for a person with geographical 

obstacles who would barely feel any kind of cultural shock (Chisinau is quite small city, some 

areas especially the suburbs still look rural), but in the same time this person will have 

access to all the facilities and advantages of a capital city – cultural life, good public 

transport, etc. From this point of view, out office is located perfectly: its right in the vibrant 

city centre but is very cosy being located in a former flat and does have a little garden. A 

person with social obstacles could be also welcome by our team as long as this person wants 

to contribute to our mission, as it was mentioned before. Our team is tolerant to minorities. 

If the person with social obstacles faces communication problems, for instance, we can offer 

him not only challenging communication to the other people, but also communication with 

our books – we have really huge library! This could also contribute to the reducing of the 

educational obstacle of a person: KSA:K is able to offer non-formal learning and give tips for 

self-learning, as well as offer an unique opportunity to get knowledge about the arts of the 

world. The specifics of contemporary art is that it is not necessary classy picturing and an 

exhibition, for instance, does not mean only photos on the wall. Volunteers with fewer 

opportunities would have opportunity to express him/herself in any creative way. We believe 

this can contribute to the inclusion of volunteers with different fewer opportunities. 

 

 

 

Centre for Contemporary Art KSA:K is able to host up to 2 EVS volunteers at the same time. 

The organisation does not plan to do any short-term EVS group projects. The organisation is 

interested in work with young people with less opportunities such as social, geographical 

obstacles and economic obstacles as well as cultural differences. 

MOTIVATION AND EVS EXPERIENCE 

KSA:K Center has a broad background in acting on the national and international level within 

13 years of our activity. We can strongly affirm our professional experience in the 

international art field and high level of knowledge of local and international social and 

cultural contexts. KSA:K is acting on the project base (grant system) thus while creating and 



implementing projects we would really appreciate voluntary help in order to support and help 

our staff in sustaining the daily activities. First of all, we would like to host international 

volunteers because we believe that their support and advice in our programs and projects 

assistance and coordination can be very fruitful for both actors. We look forward to 

supporting a mutual learning between international volunteers with their cultural 

backgrounds and different experiences and our staff and artists involved in our local 

activities. We would like to support supplementing of volunteers interests on our local 

context. International volunteers directly involved for a long-term period in our activities can 

contribute with their culture and experiences to the local context being involved in 

dissemination of our activity results and participation in our local artistic scene. We believe 

international volunteers can benefit as well as contribute to our daily activities and projects 

implementation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANISATION 

Center for Contemporary Art, Chisinau KSA:K is a non-governmental, non-profit, 

independent institution registered in the year 2000. KSA:K mission is to contribute to the 

accreditation of the contemporary art practices in the Republic of Moldova by the 

encouragement of the new forms of artistic and cultural expression that would reflect the 

dynamics of the social, political and economical transformations of the country. The centre 

focuses on the integration of the local practices in the international cultural circuit. KSA:K is 

encouraging the new means of artistic expression and usage of new mediums, which we 

complement with adequate critical theories. KSA:K Center is located right n the center of 

Chisinau. It has an equipped space for film&video production, room for presentations and 

space used as a residency for artists. KSA:K office is open for the public access, it also opens 

for public the Moldovan artists archive and library. For events that provide a broader 

audience, such as seminars, conferences and workshops we have established partnership 

with State University and Art Academy where we use big auditoriums involving students in 

our events. We also organize workshops and exhibitions in one of the oldest and the most 

significant buildings of Chisinau – Zemstvei Museum.  

 

Our main activities are: organization of exhibitions, interdisciplinary seminars, conferences, 

workshops, artist presentations, artists exchange programs/residencies, publications of art 

catalogues, magazines and books, elaboration and implementation of interdisciplinary 

programs and curses; film, video and TV production; library, archive and videoteque 

development and maintenance. The direct target group of the KSA:K public program is the 

young generation of artists and students, with which we aim to stimulate critical attitude and 

civic responsibility. We are in direct contact with students, artists, teachers and professionals 

from art associations and large public with the aim of educating and promoting lasting 

relations between professionals and non-professionals, artists and large public from Moldova. 

KSAK library is often visited by students from Art Academy, Pedagogical University, State 

University, Art School and Art College. They can consult the books, albums and periodicals 

on contemporary art practices and theory. The archive and artists data base is mainly 

consulted by students from MA, researchers from Academy of science, as well by curators 

from abroad, who sometimes visit our organisation in terms of documentation with Moldovan 

art scene. In the Center KSAK premises is opened a residency for artists exchange. In this 



context, time to time, we have artists, filmmakers, curators, etc. from abroad, who are living 

in KSAK guest room (from one week – up to one month). They can hold presentations, 

workshops, lectures for wider audience. Some of them are more concentrated on 

documentation and research process of the local context and art scene, and organisation of 

individual projects. We have a lot of national and international partners: we organize events 

in partnership with Oberliht Association (in Flat Space, Art Hotel) and Theater Spalatorie (in 

theatre venue). Center is a member of several international networks as: I_CAN 

(International Contemporary Arts Network), SEECAN (South East European Contemporary 

Art Network), BalkanKult Network, BAZA org, ARTSERVIS, ABSOLUTEARTS, relations 

partners Network, < rotor > Network, HEICO Network, etc.  

 

Since the beginning of its activity through this networks and lists KSAK exchanges and 

distributes information, as well establishes international contacts and joins different 

cooperative ventures and forums, organizes common projects and participates in art 

residencies exchange programs. The KSAK Staff consists from: Director and Projects 

Coordinator; Programs & Projects Director and Curator; Coordinator, Web&Technical 

Administrator; Accountant; Editor; Cameraman. On the regular/daily activity all KSA:K staff 

is based on voluntary work and follows the principles of self-organization and non-profit 

activity. The regularly work with volunteers will be carried out by the KSAK Director, in terms 

of tasks, distribution of daily work, setting of priorities, agenda, etc. The technical support 

will be coordinated by Web&Technical Administrator, who will offer any king of advice, 

information and explanations. All the members of the staff are open to offer any requested 

support and consultancy concerning the work in the office, as well will help the volunteer to 

integrate in the new working and leaving context of the country. 

 


